Here are the results of the *Science Fiction* Competition!

**Best Entry:** *Through the Wormhole* by Reuben George  
**Second Best Entry:** *Abhorred* by Beas Chattaraj  
**Third Best Entry:** *E-Coli* by Vibhav Srivastava  
**Fourth Best Entry:** *A Microbial Tale* by Gariyashi Deka  
**Fifth Best Entry:** *Earth: The Gigantic Simulator* by Gokul Rajan  
**Sixth Best Entry:** *Murderer Monk* by Mahima Maheshwari

And here are the results of the *Science Cartoon* Competition!

**Best Entry:** *Great Scientists* by A. Sanjana  
**Second Best Entry:** *Metamorphosis* by Summaiya Rushda  
**Third Best Entry:** *Unit of Frequency* by Ganesh Subramanian  
**Fourth Best Entry:** *Identity Crisis* by Debasrija Mondal  
**Fifth Best Entry:** *Common Interest* by Gaurav Pati

Besides, entries by the following have been found worth publishing:

1. *Electronics Car and Low-pass Filter* by Ganesh Subramanian  
2. *Gen Z Cats* by Debasrija Mondal  
3. *Mistake* by Gaurav Pati  
4. *Out of Reach* by Joyeeta Chakraborty

**CONGRATULATIONS ALL THE WINNERS!**